GROWING GLOBAL DEMAND FOR NATURAL GAS & CRYOGENIC STORAGE SOLUTIONS

Long term natural gas production projections point to the need for more LNG export and import terminals.

Global natural gas markets are in the midst of a wave of expansion in the supply of liquefied natural gas (LNG). The emergence of the United States as a major player in global LNG trade is beginning to have a major impact in terms of the volumes of LNG available to the market.

TARSCO PROVIDES FULL AND SINGLE CONTAINMENT LNG STORAGE TANKS

Engineering | Procurement | Construction

With operations located throughout the Western Hemisphere, Tarsco is well positioned to provide LNG (including peak shaving) and LPG tank storage to meet the growing international and domestic demand. We deliver a total storage solution to our customers in compliance with API 620 and NFPA standards.

- LNG
- LPG
- Ethylene
- Ethane
- Ammonia
- Propane
- Butane
- Propylene

As a TF Warren Company, Tarsco has served industrial clients over 35 years with a focus on the highest level of safety, quality, and on-time performance in every aspect of a project.
HOW WE DELIVER TURNKEY SOLUTIONS FOR NATURAL GAS AND CRYOGENIC STORAGE

Single Source Engineering, Procurement, and Construction (EPC)

Tarsco utilizes the expertise of our professionals to provide a turnkey solution to our customers. We perform the full scope of design and construction of complex LNG tank projects. Our project managers have the experience and skill to coordinate the complete project schedule with our direct-hire field erection teams and the various subcontractors required to produce the entire project turnkey.

With experience and expertise in low temperature API 620 storage tanks, Tarsco specializes in the steel construction of tank storage and teams with large international contractors for the concrete portion of full containment LNG tanks.

Tarsco utilizes Premium Plate, another TF Warren Company, to provide the highest quality prime mill certified carbon, alloy, and stainless steel plate. This service center specializes in providing steel plate including blasting, priming, plasma cutting, beveling, and rolling steel, all under one roof. Strategically located on the Gulf of Mexico, this site provides enhanced cost savings associated with transportation and processing and facilitates shipments anywhere in the Western Hemisphere.

Industrial construction companies are securing billions of dollars’ worth of LNG import and export related contracts in the Western Hemisphere. Tarsco is well prepared to provide a turnkey solution to facilitate this tremendous growth in storage capacity. For new terminal construction or terminal modifications, our decades of experience demonstrate why we are a leader in the tank and terminal construction industry.

Contact us to learn more about how we can deliver your project on time and on budget.